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DIGITIZING A DREAM

Something Wild
When asked to showcase short film
"Vicky's Dad" in a festival the film's
Director, Kevin Tudor, figured it was time
to name the company to back it. His son
and soon to be Co-Producer of the many
films to come replied with: "It should be
something wild - out of control - like a
sandstorm" - thinking of a popular song by
that title. Thus it was and the numerous
shorts (ten to date) and features (One
complete with one in post-production)
had an official home beginning in 2001.

Yet one concern entering 2013, after
more than a decade of production work,
was what to do with the myriad projects
already produced.
One look at technology convinced the
producers that there was a built in market
in the web and via Smart Phone and Smart
TV, where audiences seeking mobile
entertainment could tune in from
anywhere - and that means globally - and
find short but entertaining or informative
content.

Now those films and Sandstorm
Production's founders are seeking to
Those shorts are now digitally uploaded
build their audience. In the process they
and act as mediums to introduce
are developing projects that will appeal to Sandstorm as well as greet the growing
mainstream markets and distributors,
consumers of their evolving line of titles.
having honed their film-making skills and
established a production base.

Latest

shorts online
right now

Contributions to
Sandstorm Productions
have come from a number
of eager supporters who
have lent an in-kind hand.
As we grow, we are seeking
broader production
schemes and- fresh faces
alongside our in-house
favorites; as well as larger
production budgets and
more mainstream
platforms.
In the next level we seek
sponsor support in various
ways from product
placement, web affiliation,
distribution via various
platforms, the attraction of
A-listers for lager theatrical
release and more.
If you are viewing our
vision, you are being asked
to participate as a one who
will spread the word or as a
contributor who will help
us grow it.

If you should have any
suggestions or ideas for
how you might become
involved please contact us
direct
and let's plan on an
even stronger production
year for 2014.
"Our productions are
written as a slice of life and
urban exploration. Tales
are characterized by
people who are familiar
because they are
representative of all of us
in many ways.
Though their
circumstances may be
chaotic, dramatic or even
comedic; we sense the
realness in the portrayals
that make us think about
life in new ways."
Stay posted on our
website for updates and
new projects, as well as
getting a glimpse behind
the scenes as we add new
content and get to know
our viewers better.

The Visit [Short Feature 2013}
Minutes: 9:17
Synopsis: A troubled cop gets
faces the toughest decision of
his life, only to find that the life
he knew has been irrevocably
altered.

Newest Feature:

Truth & Fairytales
3 stories about HIV and AIDS
are the focus surrounding a
psychiatrist sessions. A
harrowing look inside the
circumstances set around lives
as they take a wrong turn into
a numbing new reality.
Narrated tales with well carried
performances and a
compelling storyline,
underscored by a moving
soundtrack.

Sandstorm Productions is thinking all things
digital in 2013 with our new launch.
The possible revenue streams that lie in our
already produced works include:
Soundtrack & Score downloads
Novelizations
Audio and Ebooks for Kindle/Ipads
Graphic Novels/Comics and more...

Novelizations of the films:
The compelling and informative storylines make
for a telling well outside the film mediums alone.
With Amazon and Kindle/Ipad downloadable
Ebooks outselling even traditional print; the
potential to create a transmedia empire out of
one title all the more possible.
With some of our storylines, like "Truth and
Fairytales", the subject of AIDS and HIV in the
urban communities and its emotional impact on
the social and medical providers is one that can
translate into educational films, books and even
graphic novels.
Audio books and audio releases of dialog and
soundtrack/score via Itunes and others become
another vehicle for visually impaired or
consumers on the go.

In keeping with our simple location
requirements, our in-house crew and cast;
Sandstorm Productions continues to
provide quick mini features that are
perfect for today's short attention span
theatre. Just the right dose of action,
drama, humor and settings to tell you a
story - no matter where you are. This
digital age offers films an open dor to
audiences that never existed before. As
webisodes, our existing catalog of films
can find a new platform for viewers to
enjoy our work.

As we grow we will be expaning our
casts, storylines, and production sizes.
With these new mediums of distribution
we will be able to offer a stream of new
content on an ongoing basis; given
sponsors a chance to get involved in our
efforts and audiences more to watch regularly.

Father and Son team made up of Kevin - Sr. and
Jr. - Tudor, are the forces and creative minds
behind Sandstorm Productions. With a growing
roster of films and after achieving accolades at
numerous festival for their efforts; the Tudors
have amped up the company. In anticipation of
their new feature film release “Truth and
Fairytales” soon to be followed on its heels by
“The Dreamcatcher” which is in post-production
currently; they are making older titles available
on their exclusive site.
A family company, with an in-house cadre of
crew and cast, Sandstorm Productions was
founded in 2001 and has taken four of its films to
Cannes in three years and steadily poured out a
project almost yearly for over a decade.

Director Kevin Tudor Sr. is by night a

filmmaker and by day he maintains a current
practice as Associate Professor in Podiatric
Surgery from the same place he received his
Doctorate in Podiatry Medicine and Surgery - The
New York College of Podiatric Medicine.
See More

Producer Kevin Tudor Jr. started his interest

early in film and media even before he graduated
from High school at Mount St Michael in the
Bronx. This early exposure into the world of
production led to a bachelor’s degree in
communication at Penn State University with a
psychology minor. As one of the Producers of
Sandstorm Productions, Kevin Jr. oversees
numerous productions under a roster of over 10
shorts and 2 features.
See More

Latest feature "Truth and Fairytales"
Teaser
Directors: Kevin Tudor Sr.
?Screenwriter: Kevin Tudor
?Genre: Drama
Length: Feature

Synopsis: 3 stories about HIV and AIDS are the focus
surrounding a psychiatrist sessions. A harrowing look
inside the circumstances set around lives as they take a
wrong turn into a numbing new reality. Narrated tales
with well carried performances and a riveting storyline,
underscored by a moving soundtrack.

To view our work, find out more and keep in
touch please visit our site at:

Sandstormflix.com
As well, email or call us for further contact at:
Sandstormflix@gmail.com
(917) 300-1946

Sandstorm Flix online short films
webisodes & more!
Sandstormflix.com

